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1 .OO INTRODUCTION 

1.10 Location and Access 

The Clair West claims are located approximately 25 km west of Kimberley, B.C. 
(figure 1) and can be accessed from Highway 93 westward up the St. Mary Lake road to St. Mary 
Lake. Abitibi Mining provided a temporary bridge across Meachen Creek for access to the drill 
sites on the south side of the St. Mary River. Limited access is available along the unimproved 
and dirt roads on the north side of the St. Mary River valley. 

1.20 History 

No historical mining has taken place in the area. In the past, Cominco has conducted 
geological mapping, geochemical sampling and geophysical surveys in the area. Some of their 
results have been reported in Assessment Reports 7902, 11,686, 10,389, 11,209, 12,126, 7676, 
10,311 and 7681. 

1.30 Physiography 

The property is situated west of the Rocky Mountain Trench within the Purcell 
Mountains. Topography is moderate to steep with glacially rounded ridges. Within the property 

elevations range from 1000 to 2000 metres. 

Vegetation cover varies from immature to mature forests of larch, pine, spruce and fir. 

Considerable clear-cut logging has occurred on the claim group in the recent past and the logged 
areas are in various stages of regeneration. Traverses are difficult necessitating cut lines and GPS 
survey control for location. 

1.40 Property 

The Clair claim block (figure 2, in pocket) is a block of claims owned by Abitibi Mining 
Carp, 1000-675 W. Hastings Street, Vancouver, B.C. A listing of the individual claims, their 
tenure numbers and current expiry dates is given in the Appendix. 

1.50 Scope of Present Program 

Abitibi Mining Corp optioned 6 mineral claims (46 units: Clair 14, IS, 16, 17, 18, 19 Fr.) 
from Cominco Ltd in 1996 with the intent to drill test a long-standing UTEM anomaly on the 
bIock. 

The 1997 program consisted of collecting gravity data over the claim block to identify the 
presence of near-surface massive sulfide occurrences and two DDH (C-97-01 and C-97-02) 
designed to test the known UTEM anomaly. 

-I- 





2.00 GEOLOGY 

2.10 Regional Geology 

The area of the Clair claim block is underlain by Precambrian Purcell Supergroup rocks of 
the AIdridge Formation (figure 3). These are fine-grained elastics that include impure quartzites. 
siltstones and argillites. The rocks have been metamorphosed to lower greenschist facies and 
have been intruded by a series of mafic sills and dykes. 

2.20 Property Geology 

On the Clair claim block, Precambrian-age Aldridge Formation rocks are generally flat- 
lying with local dips up to 20°. Outcrops are generally restricted to cliff faces and ridge crests and 
do not exist in the St. Mary River valley where the UTEM anomaly exists. Considerable glacial 
material covers the slopes and valleys. DDH C-97-01 intersected 229 metres of probable glacial 
lake beds in the St. Mary River valley. 

3.00 GRAVITY SURVEY 

3 10 Introduction 

Abitibi Mining Corporation contracted Quadra Surveys of Richmond, British Columbia to 
complete a gravity survey over the claims to detect massive sulphide mineralization. See Quadra 
Survey’s summary report in Appendix (attached) which describes the survey procedure, 
instrumentation, data reduction and formulae, results & interpretation, and survey precision. 

3.20 Survey Boundary 

AtIer discussions with Rick Conte, gold commissioner (EI<RCONTE@galaxy,gov.bc.ca), 
a gravity survey of approximately I km beyond the claim boundary was chosen to avoid the 
“edge-effects” of limiting the gravity data to the area of the claim block. The purpose of this 
method was to provide better control for detecting gravity anomalies on the extremities of the 
claim block. 

3.30 Example of”Edge-Effect” 

Figure 4 is an example of the benefit of including gravity stations approximately 1 km 
beyond the limits of a claim block. 

A theoretical claim block 3 km by 3 km extending from 1000 metres east to 4000 metres 
east and 1000 metres north to 4000 metres north is shown as the shaded area on figure 4. Gravity 
values are shown extending from 6 gravity units at 0 metres east, 5000 metres north to IO gravity 
units at 4000 metres east, 1000 metres north. 
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If only the gravity values on the claim block are considered, an interpretation that the area 
contains a gentle regional gradient ranging from 7 to 10 gravity units would be made. But, if 
gravity values approximately 1 km beyond the limits of the claim block are considered, the gravity 
value at 4000 metres east, 1000 metres north is detected as a significant anomaly. 

Therefore, gravity stations approximately 1 km beyond the claim boundary are utilized in 
the interpretation in this report 

3.40 Results 

Figure 5 (in pocket) is a Bouguer gravity anomaly map of the area with a contour interval 
of 1 mgal. On the Clair 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 claims lines were cut and gravity stations run on a 
NE-SW orientation perpendicular to the NW-SW trend of the UTEM anomaly. No l-3 mgal 
positive anomalies were detected that could be caused by a buried massive sulfide body. The 
minor gravity low (- 175 to - 179 mgal) northwest of the drilling probably represents low density 
glacial (lake bed fill) sediments glacially scoured in the denser AIdridge basement rocks. 

4.00 DRILLING 

4.10 Introduction 

The purpose of the drilling was initially to test the known UTEM anomaly. 

4.20 Drill Data 

Two NQ diamond drill hole tests were completed on the property in the Fall of 1997. 

!2L!m Total Depth Inclination Azimuth UTM North UTM East 

c-97-o 1 624.2 m -60” 0440 5,469,74ON 550,036E 

C-97-02 181.7 m -50” 051” S,496,466N 550,062E 

A total of 805.7 metres were drilled. Refer to the Appendix for the drill hole records. 
The location of C-97-01 and 02 on claim Clair 15 is shown in Figure 5 (in pocket). 



4.30 Drilling Results 

DDH C-97-01 intersected the location of the LJTEM anomaly at approximately 300 
metres in Moyie intrusive. Moyie intrusive continued to 302 metres depth well beyond the 
location of the UTEM anomaly. Therefore, the Moyie intrusive is probably the cause of the 
UTEM anomaly. Only probably lower Aldridge sediments and sills were intersected in C-97-O 1. 

DDH C-97-02 was designed to move up the hill to the south in an attempt to test the 
LMC. C-97-02 intersected only probable lower AIdridge sediments and sills. 

5.00 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Bouguer gravity survey did not detect any anomalies that might represent near surface 
massive sulfide bodies. 

DDH C-97-01 tested the UTBM anomaly. Only lower Aldridge sediments and intnrsives 
were intersected. 

DDH C-97-02 did not test the LMC. Only lower AIdridge sediments and intrusives were 
intersected. 

Recommendations are to move higher up the hill side to the south in an attempt to test the 
LMC in the area. 

-7- 



6.00 STATEMENT OF COSTS 

Establish Base !j&tions. Data Acauisition and Inner ZoneTerrain Correctkns 
(Quadra Surveys operator, report, instrument rentals, 4x4 field vehicle, 
expenses, computers, lodging plus helper and expenses) 

105 stations x $146/station .............................................................. 

c-97-01 .......................................................................................... 
C-97-02 .......................................................................................... 

at. Core Lo- Draft n, i 0 

Peter Klewchuk (2 1 days x $250) .................................................... 
Glen Rodgers (23 days x $250) ....................................................... 
Bob Woodfill (16 days x $400) ....................................................... 
Apex Design (Autocad drafting, Surfer software, supplies). ............ 

Sub-Total ......................................................................................... 

PAC Withdraw1 .............................................................................. 

$15,330 

$47,676 
$32,375 

$5250 
$5750 
$6400 
$3921 

________- 

$1 16,702 

$23,000 

$139,702 

-8. 



7.00 STATEMENT- OF QUALIFICATIONS 

I, Glen Rodgers certify that: 

I. I am a graduate of the University of Manitoba School of Geological Engineering 
(1977) and registered with the British Columbia Association of Professional 
Engineers and Geoscientists as a P. Eng. 

2. I have based this report on work done by myself during 1997 on the claims 
including supervision of the project. 

3. 

4. 

I do not expect to receive any share consideration as a result of writing this report. 

I have practiced my profession continuously over the last 20 years as an 
exploration geologist working in Canada, AIaska and Central America. 







Drill Hole Record 
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District: 

Hole No. 

Length of Hole: 
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General Location 

Co-ordinates: 
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Dip Test Results: 

Core Size: 

Logged By: 

Objective: 

Location of Core: 

Drilled By: 

Type of Drill: 

WP7 File No: 

General Comments: 

Cominco Clair Option 

Fort Steele 

c-97-01 

624.2 metres 

September 15, 1997 

October 1, 1998 

St. Mary Lake area, 49.621 Latt., -116.307 Long. (Quadra) 

UTM: 5,496,740 N, 550,036 E (Quadra) 

98 1.200 metres (Quadra) 

-60° 

044O 

-70’@650 ft; -80”@2048 ft 

NQ 

Peter Klewchuk 

Test Cominco historical UTEM anomaly 

Cranbrook Field Office 

Lone Ranger Diamond Drilling, Ltd. 

Longyear 44 
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All Lower Aldridge units. 
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Cranbrook Project Iatt: 49.621’ Project: Clair West 

3380 Nilks Road / Long: -116.307' Depth: 624.2 metres 

Inclination: -60" 

I 

Cranbrook, B.C., VlC 4H7 j UTM-N: 5*4g6T740 
UTM-E: 550,036 Azimuth: 044' 

: 
2 

z Elev: 981.200 m Commenced: sept 15, 1997 

m .z 22 2 Core NQ size: Completed: act 1997 1, 

282 ;! , 0 8 Lithology Description Logged By: Peter Klewchuk 
I 

Sandy silt: Glacial lake beds? in the St. Mary valley 

--300 

y-600 j -600 
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Granophyre: Tectonically altered qtzite, silt, minor i 
jargil. 
jfault: Shear zone 

Silt/arqil: Silt, minor qtzite, arqil 

,Quartzite: Quartzite 

/ 

Fault: Fault zone 
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.I 

h 4 . 
/,~+~t/arqil: Quartzite 

, . 

,(Quartzite: Quartzite, quartzitic siltstone 
Silt/arqil: 

Meyie Intrusive: Gabbro sill 
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Cranbrook Project Latt: 49.621" Project: Clair West 

3380 Wilks Road Long: -116.307" Depth: 624.2 metres 

Cranbrook, B.C., VlC 4H7 UTM-N: 5,496,740 Inclination: -60' 

UTM-E: 550,036 Azimuth: 044* 

Elev: 981.200 m Commenced: sept 15, 1997 

Core size: NQ Completed: Ott 1, 1997 

Lithology Description Logged By: Peter Klewchuk 
. - --- 
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Sandy silt: Glacial lake beds? in the St. Mary valley 

Moyie Intrusive: Gabbro sill 
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\,argil. 
,Fault: Shear zone 

I,Silt/arqil: Silt, minor qtzite, arqil 
,,Quartzite: Quartzite 

/ 
: 

Fault: Fault zone 1 
!\Silt/arqil: 
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'1 

Silt/arqil: // 
Silt/arqil: guartzite 

),Silt/arsil: 
IQuartzite: Quartzite, quartzitic siltstone 
Silt/arqil: 



Metres Description 

O-228.9 Casing. No core. 

Page 1 of 6 

228.9-30 I .9 

O-158.5 m NWC Rods (NQ Casing). 
158.5-228.9 BWC (NQ) Rods (BQ Casing), 

Bedrock presumed hit at 224.64 m. 

MOYIE INTRUSIVE, GABBRO 
Mainly dark green, also light to medium green and gray-green, 
Texture is variable from massive to mottled and foliated. 
Numerous small quartz and quartz calcite veins are present; these tend to be at 30’ to 60” to c/a, but range from 
0” to 30°. Many are very narrow (C3 mm), irregndar and discontinuous. 
Narrow sections are more biotite-rich and tend to have a flow or foliation fabric, commonly at moderate angles 
of 30” to 60” to c/a. 
There is no dominant fabric. 
Minor iron sulfides occur locally; both po and py are present, commonly as coarse blebs and discontinuous veins. 
PO and py commonly occur together in places with quartz veining. 
2X75-255.2 is a larger, fine-grained albitic altered zone with 

small vugs, very thin calcite veins. Zone is at -45’ to c/a. Lower 
contact at 254.75 is cut by a 4-5 mm wide py vein at 35’ to c/a. 

Magnetite is common in the more strongly foliated sections, with quartz veining and some iron sulfides. Small 
irregular clots of black magnetite occur within some q.v. PO is also magnetic. 
At 294.7 m a 2 to 5 cm wide quartz-carbonate vein at 30-60” to c/a carries numerous small (‘l-4 mm across) 
blebs of reddish brown ZnS and one PbS bleb. Much weaker, tine dissem. ZnS occurs for a few cm into gabbro 
on both sides of the Q-CO, vein. 
At 300.5 m a IO cm section of core is mostly quartz, foliated at -50” to c/a with po and chlorite on margins of 
‘augen banded’ quartz. 
Foliation through much of the core here is at -50’ to c/a. 
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301.9-303.3 MASSIVE. FINE-GRATNED QUARTZ 
Both contacts are parallel to foliation of host gabbro dike, at SO” to c/a. Very pale gray-green, fine grained, 
granular mass of quartz grains (+ albite?). Massive texture. A few thin light gray q.v., typically at -25” to c/a 
with minor reddish brown ZnS, galena and pyrite. Some dissem. sulfides and dissem. dark green chlorite. 

303.3-454.3 MOYIE INTRUSIVE. GABBRO DIKE 
Med. to dark green, massive to foliated. Fine to med. grained; generally similar to previous gabbro interval. 
Minor ZnS, PbS and py occur with QV at contact at 303.3 m. Minor po and assoc. Cpy as well as Fe carbonate 
are present. 
313.25-313.6s is a zone of quartz veining and epidote-altered healed breccia. 

Ragged patches and veinlets of po (+Cpy) and minor pale pink garnets are present. 
Zone is parallel to foliation at 50” to c/a. 

Minor epidote alteration also occurs near 316.3 m with quartz veining and minor po. 
336.5-35 I, 1 is lighter gray, more quartz and calcite-rich, albite-altered and more strongly 

foliated (at 35-50” to c/a). Most of the zone is moderately to strongly 
magnetic with coarse patches of black magnetite present locally. 
Dissem. coarse blebs of py and very ragged discontinuous patches or veinlets of py 
and chlorite are common in parts of the zone. 

Ragged calcite and calcite-quartz ‘veinlets’ and foliated bands are common through out, usually with increased 
magnetite content, locally with distinct magnetite veinlets. 
375.2-375.7 is a narrow CO, and magnetite-rich section, foliated at -45” to c/a. 
391.2-404.X is mostly stronger foliated (at -50’ to c/a), more calcite, quartz and magnetite-rich. 

Below 404.8, gabbro is more massive to weakly foliated, fine to med. grained and has a ‘clotted’ texture 
with chloritic amphibole aggregated as irregular clots within a more continuous pale gray feldspar ground 
mass. 

At 45 1 m contact sheared zone starts. Shearing + increases in intensity to 454.3 m. Shearing is at 30” to c/a at 
451 m, 25” to c/a at 454.3 m. Calcite veins and ragged patches continue through this sheared contact zone. 
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454.3-463.0 TECTONICALLY ALTERED QUARTZLTE, SILTSTONE, MINOR ARGILLITE 
Med. gray, ranging to pale greenish-gray and darker gray. Variably brecciated (healed fractures), typically with 
biotite, quartz, calcite and minor chlorite developed along healed fracture surfaces as irregular veinlets. 
No distinct bedding planes. Shearing tends to be at -35” to c/a. 
Local cataclastic texture with elongate lenses (augen) of quartz-feldspar within more mafic tine-grained 
groundmass. 
At 453.3 m -10 cm of core is a breccia (fragmental) with angular to sub-rounded siliceous light gray fragments in 
a pale green chloritic matrix. 

46.3.0-465.4 

465.4-417.3 

477.3-483.3 

SHEAR ZONE 
Light gray to med. and dark green and brown. Fine-grained, generally finely ‘banded’ argillaceous material. 
Shear fabric varies from 20” to 50” to c/a, commonly wavy. Numerous shear-parallel irregular calcite veinlets 
are present. (Darker green bands may be of gabbroic origin; too fine grained.) Some quartz veining is also 
present, also parallel to shear fabric. Minor po is present. 

SILTSTONE, MINOR QUARTZITE AND ARGILLITE 
Med. gray, gray-green and gray-brown. Med. and thin bedded, few thick beds. Bedding planes are commonly 
indistinct. Bedding at 65-70’ to c/a. Weak to moderate biotite alteration is common, along with minor chlorite. 
At 473.8 m minor ZnS, PbS and PO are associated with a healed chloritic fracture at 20” to c/a. Bedding is 
somewhat disrupted through the interval but by bedding - sub-parallel healed fractures (i.e. not by fabric parallel 
to overlying shear zone). Thin, vague calcite veinlets are common in the upper portion of the interval, 
diminishing downward. Their presence suggests disruption of bedding is due to overlying gabbro and shear 
zone. 

QUARTZn‘E, VERY MlNOR SILTSTONE AND ARGILLITE 
Mainly light gray green also light and med. gray. Thick and med. bedded, few thin beds. Weak chloritic 
alteration, few pink garnets. Bedding at 70” to c/a. 
Below 482.0 m patchy albite alteration is present, within more silty, more biotite-rich section. A few thin quartz 
and quartz-calcite veins are present. 



Metres 

483.3-483.50 

Description Page 4 of 6 

FAULT ZONE 
Moderate to strong cleavage at 55-70” to c/a, sub-parallel to c/a. Chloritic and argillic fracture surfaces. Few 
thin, lensey calcite veins. 

483.5-498.2 ST~LTSTONE, QUARTZITE AND ARGILLITE 
Med-dark brownish gray, locally weakly chloritic and slightly greenish. Med. and thin bedded with a few thick 
beds. Bedding tends to be at 70” to c/a but is locally wavy and folded. Thin, bedding-parallel to cross-cutting 
calcite veins are present, commonly with chlorite and po. Dy and chlorite are common on some fracture surfaces. 
Some narrow argillite beds have spotted ‘albite tieckling’ alteration. 

498.2-S 17.6 

517.6-519.4 ARGlLLlTE AND SILTSTONE 
Dark brown gray to med. brown-gray. Thin bedded, few med. beds, Bedding at 75-80” to c/a. Fine-grained 
biotite is common throughout. Fine-grained albite is developed along a few thin beds and laminations. 

510.4-539.4 SILTSTONE, QUARTZITE AND ARGILLITE 

QUARTZlTE AND SILTSTONE, MINOR ARGILLITE 
Med. blue-gray. Thick bedded, few med. and thin beds. Bedding planes tend to be indistinct, at -70° to c/a. 
Scattered patches (concretions ?) of albite alteration are present with dissem. biotite and pink garnets, Open 
fractures are coated with chlorite and pyrite. 

Pale gray-green (quartzites) to med. and darker gray-brown. Thick, med. and thin bedded. Bedding at 75-80” to 
c/a. Bedding is variably disrupted, apparently by sotI sediment deformation, 526.2-526.7 is a thin bedded zone 
with a series of slump units, each about 4 cm thick. The lower half of the interval has numerous very thick 
argillaceous siltstones which may be homogenized units due to slumping. 
A few albitic zones are white to gray with dissem. biotite and pink garnets. 
Below 538 m core is quite broken but no obvious fault zone. 
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539.4-572.8 SILTSTONE AND ARGlLLlTE 
Med. gray-brown, thin to very thick bedded. Some bedding looks ‘normal’ at SO-SO” to c/a but much of the 
interval is strongly disrupted (bedding at 0” to c/a near 546.7 m) such that the very thick argillaceous siltstone 
beds may be homogenized units. Very contorted folding occurs locally, apparently due to soft sediment 
deformation. A few thin veins and patches of calcite are present, commonly with chlorite and minor po. A few 
albite-biotite-garnet patches are present, 

572.8-517.3 

577.3-624.2 

QUARTZITE, QUARTZITlC SILTSTONE 
Light gray to med. blue-gray and brown-gray. Massive unit, possibly one bed, with local vague internal banding 
that may be bedding, at 40-50’ to c/a. 
Some folding evident at 575.3 m with internal banding at O-30” to c/a; may be one very thick slump- 
homogenized zone. Two lo- 12 cm wide albite-altered zones at 576.4 m with dissem. po, chlorite and garnet. 

SILTSTONE, MINOR QUARTZITE AND SILTY ARGILLITE, MINOR FRAGMENTAL 
Med. gray, gray-brown and blue-gray. Thin to very thick bedded. 
Most of the interval is of very thick, massive to weakly ‘bedded’ siltstone. Local disturbed bedding - small scale 
folding - suggests these are homogenized units, possibly resulting from slumping. Bedding in thin bedded, more 
argillaceous sections is wavy, slightly folded but generally at -40-50’ to c/a. 
At 597.7 m a 20 cm section of broken core is fragmental, clast-supported with elongate, angular to sub-rounded 
clasts aligned at -70” to c/a, but wavy. 
At 623.6 m a 2 cm wide zone of healed breccia with minor quartz vein matrix is at -80’ to c/a. May represent a 
minor fault. 
Below 604 m scattered narrow zones of lighter gray to white albite alteration commonly contain dissem. chlorite, 
garnet and minor po. 
Dissem. pink garnets are also locally common in some ofthe massive units, ranging in size up to 4 mm diam. and 
typically aligned parallel to cleavage at -50” to c/a. 
irregular elongate blebs of po with accessory cpy are locally common in some thinner bedded zones. 
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624.2 End of Hole. 

Acid Tests Uncorrected Reading 
650’ -700 

2048’ -80” 
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Only Lower Aldridge sediments. 
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Cranbrook Project Latt: Unknown Project: Clair West 

3380 Wilks Road j Long: Unknown Depth: 181.7 metres 

Cranbrook, B.C., VlC 4H7 1 UTM-N: 5,496,466 Inclination: -50' 

UTM-E: 550,062 Azimuth: 051" 

Elev: Unknown commenced: act 4, 1997 

Core size: NQ completed: Ott 6, 1997 

Lithology Description Logged By: Klewchuk 
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Metres 

O-7.32 

Description 

Casing, No core. 
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7.32-25.8 SILTSTONE & ARGILLITE 
Med-dark gray, laminated, thin-med. bedded. Bedding at 75-80” to c/a, locally to -65”. Bedding mostly planar 
but commonly is wavy, lensey. 
Isolated elongate rip-up clasts occur locally. 
Minor local albite alteration; probable concretions, in med. thick siltstones. D&em. biotite altering to chlorite 
and pink garnet occur within albitized zones. 
At 24.4 m cross-cutting minette dike 3-4 cm wide, 35-40’ to c/a, high angle to bedding. Very biotite-rich, partly 
decomposed from surface weathering. 

25.8-26.7 GABBRO DIKE 
Upper contact is quartz vein, partly broken -7-8 cm wide. Bottom contact in broken core, at -45” to c/a. Both 
contacts appear slightly discordant to bedding. Med. gray-green color. Fine grained, locally biotite-rich, locally 
foliated at 35-40” to c/a. Two thin -I cm wide quartz veins with chloritic margins -IS cm below upper contact, 
at 15-20’ to c/a. 

26.7-60.9 SILTSTONE & ARGILLITE 
Med-dark gray, locally chloritic & greenish, typically thin & med. bedded, some very thin beds and laminations. 
Bedding at -70” to c/a. 
Between 41.5 and 48.4 m, patchy albitic alteration, locally quite pervasive; bottom 2 m is strongest. Albitic 
alteration is mottled, gray-white color, locally completely masks or disrupts bedding. Narrow albite altered 
zones occur throughout the main interval, i.e. above the stronger altered 41-S-48.4 m section. Dissem. biotite, 
minor po & cpy are common in albite-altered zones. 
From 51.25-51.4 m Qtz-sulfide vein, sub-parallel to bedding at 50° to c/a, -15” off bedding 

Mainly mottled quartz with coarse biotite, actinolite, coarse patches of po with more dissem. Pbs & Cpy. 
From 5 1.65-5 I .8 m another quartz-sulfide zone, more strongly foliated, possibly a minor 

shear zone. Quartz, albitized fragments, coarse biotite, calcite, vein sulfides; mainly po with 
dissem. PbS in po & ragged patches of Cpy mostly on vein margins. Small rounded quartz blebs 
occur in the po. 
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60.9- 152.6 

152.6-169.2 

Vein is sub-parallel to bedding. Foliation in vein is at -50” to c/a, bedding also at -50-55” to c/a but vein 
cuts bedding at slightly oblique angle. 

Near 60 m 30-40 cm more strongly albitic zone. 
Near 60.6 m, 3 QV sub-parallel to bedding in moderately foliated core, parallel to bedding. 
60.6-60.9 is more strongly foliated, parallel to bedding. 

GABBRO 
Contact at 60.9 is sub-parallel to bedding at -70’ to c/a. Bedding at 60” to c/a. Gray-green fairly massive, 
locally biotitic and foliated. Mostly med. grained, locally (from 64.0-71.7 m) more coarse grained. Fine grained 
for -1 m at contacts. Numerous generally thin quartz veins and a few calcite veins are scattered through the 
gabbro. At 67.5 ma 1 cm wide QV occurs centrally within a 3 cm wide chloritic shear at 25’ to c/a. At 69.6, 
I .5 cm QV in weaker shear at 30” to c/a. 
73.7 to 84.2 is more of a biotite-feldspar rock, foliated at 50” to c/a and with sharp 

contacts - possible Granophyre Zone. 
120.4-120.8 is a Quartz vein complex at 25” to c/a with albite, chlorite, minor 

coarse biotite, minor actinolite and thin ragged Cpy and po veins. 
Near 137.4 m a series of thin QV (3-5 mm wide) cut core at 25-40’ to c/a. Massive po 

(to 3 mm wide) forms the central portion of some of the veins. 
Basal contact is quite sharp at -80” to c/a (underlying bedding at 155.4 m is also at 80’ to c/a). 

SIFTSTONE, ARGILLACEODS SILTSTONE, MINOR ARCILLITE 
Med. gray and gray-green to darker blue-gray. Thin and med. bedded. Bedding at -70” to 80” to c/a. Top 4 m 
quite strongly altered. Greenish, chloritic with local albitization. 
Prom 153.2-153.5 is intensely albitized section with minor po veining and local small clusters of PbS. 
Series of QV at 30-50’ to c/a in upper 4 m altered section, with stronger chloritic alteration on margins. 
I55.3- 156.0 strongly sheared or foliated section, at -65’ to c/a, sub-parallel to bedding, 

fairly chloritic altered also. 
At 155.9 3-4 cm wide cross-cutting green, tine-grained gabbro dike at 50” to c/a, contacts 

a bit wavy. 
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Moderately biotite-altered throughout, argillite beds are most strongly biotite-altered. Weaker albitic alteration 
occurs throughout, as pale gray mottled texture which partly destroys bedding character. Minor pink garnets 
occur locally with albitic alteration. Minor sericitic alteration, as pale gray-green bleaching on “healed fractures.” 

169.2-172.4 

I72.4- 179.6 

179.6-181.7 CliLORlTlC ALTERED SILTSTONE 

181.7 

GABBRO 
Upper and lower contacts bedding-parallel and fairly sharp - a sill. 
Med. gray-green, quite fine-grained. Somewhat more med. grained in the middle. 
Quite massive. Scattered healed fractures - weakly bleached, very minor calcite and 2 thin quartz veins. At 
17 I .2 m narrow 2 cm wide shear at 25” to c/a, no veining. 
At 171.7 m thin QV at 45” to c/a, chloritic sheared margins. 

SILTSTONE, SILTY ARGILLITE 
Med-darker gray green and thin and med. bedded. Top 30 cm is intensely albite-altered. White to light gray 
with relict bedding evident. Near base of strong albite, 2 QV at 20” to c/a l-l.5 cm wide with local coarse po 
Albitic alteration diminishes downward over 2-3 m but is present throughout the remainder of the interval, 
weakly to moderately developed. Albitic alteration is med. gray mottled texture which partially destroys 
bedding. Minor py and weak to moderate chlorite on fractures. 

Med. green to dark gray. Med. and thin bedded but extensively disturbed. Series of quartz veins up to 6 cm 
wide, cut core at -35” to c/a. Mottled veins with stronger chlorite alteration on margins, Narrower irregular 
veins and elongate quartz blebs are also present. Chloritic alteration is pervasively developed through the zone 
with some beds more strongly chloritized than others. 
Minor local coarse-grained biotite. 
This altered interval suggests the drill hole is approaching a significant fault zone. 

End of Hole 
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A gra+ sune?; was conducted in the Sr~ May-s Rker area LV?s; of Kimberle!~. BC. The 

property hosts a geological terrain known to be prospective for Sedes vpr deposrts. ihe 

purpose of the work was to define possible mineralized zones and geologic structures in the 

area. 

The gravity survey was conducted with 1WD access on eristing roads. Gra\:ity measurements 

were carried out using a Scintrex ma\itv meter. The station locations were obtained with a ” . 

real time Trimble double differential GPS survey system. Inclinometer readings were taken at 

every station to a distance of 170 meters for terrain corrections. 

The gravip data were corrected for the various influences to yield partial Bouguer graky 

anomaly values listed herein. 
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ISTRODC:CTION 

At the request of Abitibi Mixnf Corporation a gravity scrv?! was conducted in an av:a ‘5 

km West-Southw-st of Kimberlcy HC. This report describes the irLstrumentation. ?hsory field 

procedure. data reduction and rcs~lts of the 6 da!. SLIX~! \\,h~ch commensrd S+emb?r 5 

and \vas completed September 12: 195’7. 

The survey was conducted by Tam Mitchell. Asc,T of Richmond. BC with the assistance of 

Z!-oji Jackson of Cranbrook; BC. The crew was based at the Hastings Management fisld 

office at 3380 Wilks Road in Cranbrook. The exploration program was carried out under the 

field supervision of Dr. Robert Woodfill ofAbitibi Mining Corporation. 

The main purpose of the survey was to identie geologic structures in the area to locate 

possible zones of sedex type mineralization. Gravity surveying is a very effective tool in 

locating lead and zinc mineralization, particularly because of the high specific gra\-it\; of any 

sulphide mineralization especially that of lead. 
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Access to the property was on the St. Mary‘s Lake road located between Man-sxille and 

Kimberley on Highway 95a. 

SURVEY PROCEDURE 

All gravity readings were tied to the National Gravity Xet by a gravity base station 

established in a I996 graviv survey. The base is located at the Cranbrook field office at 3380 

Wilks Road and is marked b>: a steel spike and identified by a wooden stake with an 

aluminum tag reading: “Gravity Base -101”. Geographic coordinates for the station were 

derived by GPS measurements as 49* 32’ 48.07384” r\ and 11Y 48’ 44.86830” W (see 

figure 2). The starion has a Sational Gravity Net value of 980688.13 a.02 mgal. Field ties 

were also made to the nearest field base used for the GPS base station. 

All Survey locations were referenced to Canadian Geodetic Control System through 

existing traverses referenced to CGC Marker No. 543249 which is a brass tablet marked 

897050. The marker was in good condition and was established with spirit levels and GPS in 

1990/91. The marker is located 7.7 km West on St. Mary’s Lake Road from Marysville. The 

marker is 47 m East of a bridge over Mathew Creek and 16 m south of the centerline of the 

road. The station is f&her described as follows: 

Nad 83 Northing 5497859.405 m iO.072 m 

Nad 83 Easting 568123.346 m M.072 m 

CVD28 Elevation 957.988 m Method: Spirit Level 

Tam Mitchell, AScT, of Richmond BC, with the assistance Zyoji Jackson of Cranbrook BC 

acquired the field data. A total of 102 stations were acquired during the 5.5 days of the 

survey. 
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Inclinometer readings were taken on each gra\.iF station with a Suunto inclinometer to 

prwide inner zone tsrrain corrrctionc in accordance \\~ith the Hammer Chart method. Zone S 

:~citncmeter rsadmgs \%~ere taken at 0. I)!!. ! SC) a?d 2711 a! r. dicrancs of‘73 meters from rhs 

Elation. Zones C and D were shot at 0. 60: 120. 180. 210. and 300 degees at distances of 35 

and 112 meters respectively. Distances and angler were estimated. 
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INSTRUMEXTATIOIV 

GR.AVIT1 

The gra\it!~ readings IVSK rakn 14th a Sc:n:rex CC;-3 gra;3\~ig mew {serial nut !Li7-i5 i 

manuiacrtirsd in Concord On~ario~ Thi: ~~P:~L:YZYI has a wrid \vide caiibratiun zing< i!i‘o\ sr 

1.000 mgal and a reading resolution of 0.005 mgal. This instrument ieatures a sensor based 

on a fused quartz elastic system. The proof mass is balanced by a spring and a relatix:el) 

small electrostatic restoring force. The position of the mass. which is sensed b!; a capacitative 

displacement transducer_ is altered by a change in gra\.iK. The inherent strengh and elastic 

properties of the fused quartz together wirh stop limits around the proof mass permit the 

instrument to be operated without clamping. Instrument drift is considerably reduced by 

precise thermostatic control of the unit and software correction for residual effects. The 

instrument’s tilt sensors are analog as well as electronic xvith a resolution of 1 arc second. 

Real time corrections for tilt errors cyan be automatically made for a ranges of = 200 arc 

seconds. The entire gravity sensing mechanism is enclosed in a vacuum chamber to provide 

isolation from variations in atmospheric pressure. This extremely stable operating 

environment allows the long term drift of the sensor to be accurately predicted, and real time 

software correction reduc.es it to less than 0.02 mGals:day in theoy. The unit can also 

automatically c.ompensate for earth tides. The ETC is generated using the Lonrman formula 

(gravimetric factor 1.16). 

SURVEYING 

Station locations were surveyed using the Trimble Site Surveyor 4400 system with a Pacific 

Crest radio link. The system used was capable of post-processing rapid static measurements 

with an accuracy of *5 mm +lppm horizontal and il cm + lppm vertical or real time data 

acquisition with an accuracy rating of +l cm +-2ppm horizontal and *2 cm + 2ppm vertical. 

The Site Surveyor 4400 is based on Trimble’s fourth generation real-time survey technology 

Incorporating the latest Trimble real-time GPS engine code and solution alogrithms, the 

system provides very fast on-the-fly (OTF) initializations with the industty’s most reliable 

position results. With this technology, average initialization times are cut in half. With 

advanced satellite signal acquisition and tracking, the ability to survey near trees is enhanced 

and downtime due to loss of signal minimized. 



DATA REDUCTION and FOR.VIyL4E 

The gra\.it\ data \+‘as proccsscd h!. computer it! 13s roIIo\\~in< manner: 

f&J Observed Gravity- field obsenrations corrected for earth tides and long term 

instrument drift were do\\nloaded from electronic storage in rhe gravic meter and 

corrections made for instrument height and residual instrument drift These \,alues 

were then tied to the National Gravity Ket. 

&a Free Air Effect- Correction for relative distances of observation points from the 

centre of masscearth). This calculation moves all stations to a common elevation 

datum and corrects for relative distances in distance from the source mass. The 

elevation datum used was CCVD 28 mean sea Ievel. The formulae used was: 

gf,= -0.3086 mgal!m 

gbs Bouger Slab Effect - Correction for the relative differences in amounts of surface 

rock below gra\:iv stations. This calculation requires that a mean densi or rock t\ype 

between the lowest and highest grid elevations be established. All stations are shifted 

to a common datum as in the free air effect except that the vertical change is through 

an assumed slab of the derived density The elevation datum used was CGVD 28 

mean sea level. 

gb= 2*PI*.O0667*(~ mgalim 

Where o = slab density &m/cc) 

63 Theoretical Gravity - Yields correction for change of observed gmvity with change 

in latitude which is due primarily to the rotation of the earth and the difference in 

earth’s radius between the poles and the equator. 

gi = ~(1 + asin’ 0+ psin’28) 

Where g. = equatorial gravity = 978,03 1.85 mgal. 

a = 0.005278895 

p = -0.000023462 

9 = Latitude 
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% Terrain Correction- corrections for variations caused by local terrain. The vertical 

component of the gravitational effect exerted h!- nearb!- hills. or not exerted by nearb! 

~allr\~s or gullies, \r.ill effect the net rradlng obtained on any one station. The overall 

effect on a given line profile or area will b: a function of the station spacing relative 

to the frequenc\~ of terrain undulti;ions. .4:53s ~\~:re segmented using circular sectors 

in zones developed by Hammer !~ 1939 1. Corrections were made for zones 6: C, and D 

(covering an area from 2 to 170 meters from the station). 

g: was c~alculated from the following expression: 

Where @ = Sector angle (B = 90”, C & D = 60 “) 

T = gravitational constant = 0.00667 

CJ = average density (gm:c.c) 

r, = outer sector radius (B=16.6, C=53.3, D=170) 

ri = inner sector radius (B=2, C=16.6, D=53.3) 

z = elevation difference between sector and station 

ha Free .4ir Anomaly: is derived from the following formulae: 

gti= g, - (g,4,3086*E) = Free Air Anomaly 

Where g, = observed gravity 

g, = theoretical gravity 

E = CGVD 28 elevation 

k!ba Bouguer Anomaly: was derived from the following formulae: 

&m=gb+&s.a+ g, = Bouguer Gravity 

Where gb = Bouguer gravity 

%a = free air anomaly 

& = terrain corrections 
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RESULTS & 13TERPRETATION 

The data was reduced to partial Bougucr frayi anoma!!~ ~!uec. Terrain corrections ha\-e 

been applied to I?[: mews. ?, dcnsl? of 2.67 cm cc was used throughout the suns!. The 

partial Bouyer Cravin anomaly values spanned a range of 24.44 milligals from a low of 

-179.36 mgal to a high of -14.92 mgai. The mean partial Bouguer value was -173.12 

+7.05 mgal. The sun~ey identified a number of major and minor geologic trends and areas of 

interest. 

SURVEY PRECISION 

GRAVITY 

Daily gra\Jity loop ties were made to the base station -101 & Field Base -236 as follo\vs: 

Station Loop Tie in mgal Notes 
-236 tnternal Loop Tie 0~03 
-101 LoopTie 0.01 
-101 LoopTie-O.O1 

-101 Loop Tie 0.03 
-101 LoopTie -0.06 
-101 Loop Tie 0.14 
-101 Loop Tie 0.14 

Repeat gravity readings were conducted on 1% of the stations read as follows: 

Station Repeat Accuracy - mgal 
6605 0.01 
6302 0.06 
6.4404 0.08 
6201 0.11 

LOCATION 

On every station location the GPS system was re-initialized to verify the accuracy of the 

recorded station location. 
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STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS 

I Thomas L. Mirchell, AScT, of the city of Richmond; Pro\-ince of British Columbia. DO 
HEREBY CERTIFY THAT: 

I. I am the olvner of Quadra Surveys with office at 200 - 8191 River Road, Richmond, 

British Columbia, VSX 3X9. 

2. 1 am a Faduate of BUT, with a diploma in Surveying Technology (1977). 

3. I am a geophysical surveyor, registered with the Association of Applied Science 

Technologists and Technicians of British Columbia. 

4. I have practiced my profession in Africa, Canada, Japan and USA for 19 years. 

5. This report is based on a gravity survey which I conducted. 

6. I have no direct or indirect interest in the property nor do I expect to receive any. 

Dated at Cranbrook, British Columbia, this 10th day of November, 1997. 
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APPENDIX II 

Partial Bouguer Anomaly Gravity Data Listing 

Real Time GPS Station Locations and Elevation Calculations 

Observed Gravity Values - Electronic Notes from Gravity Meter 

Observed Gravity Data Reduction and Calculations 

Inner Zone Terrain Corrections 
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Partial Bouguer Anomaly Plan Map 








